A program model can be regarded as decomposible into two main parts.
I. INTRODUCTION
The stochastic nature of computer system performance variables derives from randomness in the way programs drive the operating system.
Therefore, an understanding of program behavior is the basis for an understanding of system behavior An important manifestation of program behavior is the lifetime function [BeK69] .
It gives the mean processor execution interval between page faults as a function of the mean memory sp&ce allocated to a program.
This function can be used in a queueing network to obtain estimates of mean throughput and response time, of the computer system modelled by the network, for various values of the degree of multlprogramming.
Such estimates can be quite good; see [Bra74, Cou75, Den75, Mun75] .
If one in interested only in estimating the means of performance variables, then empirical lifetime functions (or empirically verified approximations to them) are sufficient to parameterize a queueing network.
If, however, one is interested in more general questions --such as the effect on response time when the instantaneous demand for main memory exceeds the supply --descriptions of program behavior more detailed than lifetime functions are required.
There is wide agreement that, to be able to match observed behavior, program models should embody what is known as "locality". This behavior is better described as phase-transition behavior [Den72, Fer74, MaB75, SpD72] , or as "regime" behavior [FGS75] .
The idea is that a program's execution is regarded as a sequence of "phases", each This work was supported in part by NSF Grant GJ-41289 and an NSF Graduate Fellowship.
of which is a sequence of references over an associated "locality set" (of pages).
Experiments based on sampling a reference'strlng and noting the pages referenced in each sample interval have amassed considerable indirect evidence of this behavior (e.g., [Bry75, HaGTi, Rod71] ).
The most striking direct evidence has been given recently by Madison and Batson [MaB75] , who define a phase as a maximal interval in which LRU stack distance does not exceed i (for given i) and every one of the i top stack objects is referenced at least once.
The definition and associated experiments show that phases (and associated locality sets) can be nested within larger phases (and associated locality sets) for several levels. The "outermost" level tends to be characterized by long phases with transitions between nearly disjoint locality sets.
(Interestingly, the outermost phase tended not to be the program's entire execution interval.)
The inner levels have shorter phases and overlapping sets.
The innermost level of interest depends on the system: phases whose lifetimes are short compared to the paging time are of no interest.
Thus the practical question is not whether phase transition behavior exists, but how to model it.
A few experiments to test very simple program models have been reported in the literature, the most successful of which depend on the "LRU stack model" (see [AKS73, SpD72, ShT72, COD73] ).
None of these models contains an explicit concept of phase-transition behavior.
All have been found unsuitable as descriptions of long term program behavior.
These simple models are incapable of explaining all the observed properties of lifetime functions.
For example, Spirn [SpiT3] and Arvind et al [AKS73] reported that, for working set parameter T, the LRU stack model would fit the fault rate at T with average relative error 30% and more. The LRU model predicts that the LRU fault rate will be better than WS at almost all memory allocations [Spi73] , contradicting empirical observations that WS may be significantly better over significant ranges of memory allocations [Bar73, Bar75, PrF73] .
The experiments reported herein are a next step in the evolution of models for intrinsic program mechanisms.
They are controlled experiments designed to test the hypothesis that a very simple model based on variable localities and phase transitions is sufficient to explain at least the gross behavior of programs.
Our experiments confirm this hypothesis. The model to be described is capable of generating reference strings whose lifetime functions exhibit the properties observed in empirical lifetime functions. The following pages describe the lifetime properties observed from past experiments, the model we used, the experimental results, and the limitations of the model.
LIFETIME FUNCTIONS

Definitions
For a given policy of memory management and space constraint x, the lifetime function L(x) specifies the mean number of references in a given program between requests to secondary memory devices --in our context, L(x) is the mean virtual time between page faults [BeK69, CFL72, Den74, Gel73, Sa174].
(The expiration of a lifetime interval corresponds to a transition from the processor to the paging device.)
If the memory policy is a fixed-space policy, the space constraint x means that the program's resident set (set of pares in main memory) contains exactly x pages; for such a policy x is a directly controllable parameter.
If the memory policy is a variable-space policy, the space constraint x means that the program's resident set contains an average of x pages, the average being measured over virtual time;
for such a policy there is usually some parameter whose setting can be used to cause x to vary over some suitable range.
To state this more precisely, let r(k) denote the number of pages in the resident set of a given program just after the kth reference, where k = I, 2, ..., K and K is the reference string length. For a fixed space policy, r(k) = x for all k. For a variable space policy,
In our experiments, we measured the page fault rate function f(x) and set L(x) = i/f(x). (This formula is exact if a page fault is assumed to occur at time K.)
As a representative fixed space policy, we chose the least recently used (LRU) procedure.
As a representative variable space policy, we chose the moving window working set (WS) procedure. These were chosen not only because they are typical, hut because their fault-rate functions can he measured efficiently [DeG75] . 
Properties
Experiments or analyses reported in the literature reveal a number of distinguishing properties of lifetime functions.
To be consistent with our knowledge of programs, a model of program behavior must at the least be able to reproduce them. Since x = 0 would imply a fault on every reference, L(O) = i. Lifetime functions ordinarily have a convex region for small x and a concave region for large x. The point x. is the point of maximum slope --i.e., an inflection point --separating the two regions.
The point x 2 is the "knee" of the curve, defined as the tangency point of a ray eminating from L(0) = i; its significance will be discussed shortly.
Belady [BeK69] reported that the convex region can be approximated by a function ex k where typically 1.5 < k < 2.5; these results were verified by Spirn [Spi73] .
(Actually l+cx k would yield a slightly better approximation.) Larger values of k are usually considered as indicating greater degrees of cyclic reference patterns within program phases.
Summarizing:
Property i: A lifetime function typically has the convex/concave shape. The convex region is approximated by cx k for some (c,k), and larger k-values will tend to he associated with more cyclic programs.
Studies by Bard [Bar73, Bar75] and by Prieve and Fabry [Pri73, PrF73] have shown the existence of significant regions in which the WS lifetime exceeds the LRU, Indirect evidence of the same type was found by Chu and Opderbeck [Ch072] in the observation that WS space-time was significantly less than LRU space-time over the range of parameter choices of interest. Figure 2 shows a typical case, where x 0 is the first crossover point. When the distribution of locality size is bimodal, several crossover points may be observed (see below).
Property 2: For a given reference string, the WS lifetime function will tend to exceed that of LRU, often significantly, for wide ranges of memory allocations. Given that one accepts the existence of phasetransition behavior in programs, one can regard memory management policies as locality estimati0n procedures seeking to detect locality sets associated with phases whose length is comparable to or larger than the pag e fault service time. Each assigns the resident set at a given time to be a container of the locality set associated with the subject program's current phase. An ideal estimator has three p~operties: a) the resident set is always a subset of the current locality set, b) at a transition the resident set contains only the pages in common to the old and new locality sets, and c) page faults occur only for first references to entering pages, i.e., those pages of the new locality set not also in the old.* A phase is at "nesting level" k if it is contained within k-i other phases. Take k=l as the outermost or uppermost level [MaB75] . Define these quantities:
Hk, mean phase holding time, Mk, mean number of pages entering locality at a transition, Rk, mean overlap,.i.e., number of pages remaining in locality at a transition, mk, mean locality set size, and Uk, mean resident set size of ideal estimator.
Our definitions imply that
The lifetime function of the ideal estimator will satisfy
(A proof is given in Appendix A.) The lifetime function of the ideal estimator would be expected to flatten out for x > Ul: once the outermost locality sets are kept resident, increases in space beyond u I are not expected to produce as much improvement in lifetime as increases in space approaching u I. In other words, we expect the knee x 2 of the lifetime curve (Figure i ) of the ideal estimator to occur approximately at u I.
* If each locality set page is referenced at lea3t once in a window T contained anywhere in a ph;~se, the optimal policy VMIN will behave as an ideal estimator [PrF75, Den75] .
The working set with window of size T is not an ideal estimator because it retains resident old locality pages for up to T references after a transition. As long as T is short enough so that the window rarely contains more than one transition, but long enough to observe all locality pages contained in a phase, the working set will produce the same paging rate as the ideal estimator.
(See also [Den75] .) Therefore, corresponding to each space u k of the ideal estimator is a larger space w k of the working set at which L(wk) = Hk/Mk, where the excess Wk-U k represents the overestimate at transitions.
In particular, the knee of the working set lifetime will occur at lifetime of approximately Hi/M I. From now on we shall drop the subscript 1 and assume that H and M refer to the outermost level of phases,
The foregoing argument is summarized:
Property 3: At the knee x 2 of the WS lifetime curve, L(x2) is approximately H/M, where H is the mean holding time of outermost phases and M is the mean number of pages entering locality at transitions.
For the same reasons, a similar property will hold for LRU lifetime.
Using an assumption that changes in locality set size follow a Gaussian process with mean m and standard deviation o, Coffman and Ryan [COR72] studied the relative efficiency of fixed and variable spacepolicies.
They showed that variable space policies are always better than fixed, but the differences may be slight if the fixed resident set is at least m+2o.
Translated into our context, these results have the following interpretation. The standard deviation of the number of pages entering at a transition is o. The variable space policy of Coffman and Ryan is an ideal estimator of outermost phases; it has, therefore, mean resident set m and lifetime of H/M. The ~mperfecO estimator in a fixed space policy (e.g., LRU) requires space x 2 to achieve the same lifetime.
For comparable performances, therefore, we expect x 2 = m + ko for some small constant k > i. Summarizing: Property 4: When the distribution of locality size is Gaussian, the knee x 2 of a fixed space policy lifetime curve should differ from the mean locality size m by an amount proportional to o, the standard deviation of the number of pages entering the locality set at a transition between outermost phases.
THE MODEL AND THE EXPERIMENTS
Our objective was limited: modelling phasetransition behavior at the outermost level [MaB75] using as few parameters as possible.
To quantify phase-transition behavior, four factors must be specified:
i. The distribution of holding time in each locality set --i.e., the durations of the phases; 2. The process by which the program chooses new locality sets at phase transitions; 3. The extent to which locality sets of adjacent phases overlap; and 4. The process by which the program generates references from within a given locality set.
Factors 1-3 pertain to the macromodel (i.e., to the phase-transition behavior) while factor 4 pertains to the micromodel (i.e., to the reference pattern within each phase). This model is more complex than previous models (such as the LRU stack or independent reference models [COD73, ShT72, SpD72, Spi73]) which are in our context merely possible micromodels.
A semi-Markov chain can be used to describe the macromodel over a given collection of locality sets Sl, ..., S n. When the chain is in state i, the program is assumed to be in a phase referencing S i. A holding time distribution h. (t) describes the probability that a phase over ~i lasts for t references; hi is its mean.
A transition matrix [qij ] gives the probabilities that S i is the next locality set after S i. Let {Qi } denbte the equilibrium distribution of the matrix [qij ] and define Qihi n (4) Pi = P ' P = E Qihi i=l Since p. denotes the fraction of time that S. is the locallity set, we shall refer to {pi } as ~he observed locality distribution. If I. is the size of Si, then the mean and variance of ~his distribution are respectively,
As has been stated, the limited objective of our experiments was testing the ability of simple phase-transition models to reproduce known properties of program behavior.
For this reason, we chose to specify the macromodel with as few parameters as possible:
i. The holding time distribution was state independen_t, i.e., hi(t) = h(t) for all i, with mean h.
2. The type of the observed locality distribution, together with its mean m and standard distribution o, were given. This was used to derive a distribution {pi } over locality sizes {I.}, which in turn was used to "deterr,ine ~he locality sets {S. }. 3. At a phase transition, S. is entered with probability Pi" In other I words, qij=pj for all i, and in particular Qj=pj.
These choices require only 2n+l parameters (h, ~i, • .., p_, Si, ..., S,) rather than at least 2n+n = for th~ full semi-Markov chain.
This approach has the additional advantage of allowing us to investigate the effect of the observed locality distribution on the results.
It has the limitation that the probability of entering a locality set of size j depends on j alone; th e effect of this limit.ation will be discussed later.
Because
its mean is h/(l-Pi), which is larger than ~. The mean holding time over all phases will be observed as
This value of H, rather than the smaller value h, must be used in evaluating the results with respect to Property 3 of lifetime functions. Table I sum~aarizes our choices for the model parameters.
The common holding time distribution was exponential.
A few preliminary experiments showed that other choices of this distribution with the same mean produced no significant effect on the results.
The mean of the distribution was chosen as ~ = 250; for the locality size distributions used, this produced H values ranging from 270 to 300. Values of H observed in practice are likely to be an order of magnitude larger than this [Gra75, HAG71, Rod71] .
An experiment using a more realistic value verified that the only observable effect of changing ~ is a rescaling of lifetime on the vertical axis.
Since none of the conclusions would be affected by a change in time scale, we chose the smaller (and less expensive) value of ~.
For the locality size distribution, we chose discrete approximations to uniform, normal, gamma, and "bimodal"; these choices represent the range of symmetric and skewed types observed in practice [Bry75, Rod71] .
The range of locality sizes covered by each distribution was partitioned into n intervals, for n ranging from i0 to 14 depending on the complexity of the distribution.
We chose Pi to be the occupancy probability of the ith interval and I i to be its midpoint.
The locality set S i is a set of I i distinct page names. To approximate transitions among nearly disjoint locality sets in the outermost phases, we made the simple assumption of mutually disjoint locality sets. In other words, the mean overlap (R) was zero and the mean number of entering pages (M) was the mean locality size (m). The principal effect of increasing the mean overlap (R) while holding all other factors fixed would be a vertical expansion of the lifetime function (e.g., since the point x 2 does not depend on R, the knee would vary vertically as L(x2) = H/(m-R)); this effect would not offset comparisons among lifetime functions. We confirmed this reasoning with a few experiments.
For micromodels, we chose cyclic, sawtooth, and random reference patterns.
Each locality set was stored as a list, e.g.,
An index pointer j was used to select the next reference:
as long as S i is the current locality set, 0~J < I i. The cyclic micromodel simply chooses the next value of j as (j+l) mod I i. This model corresponds to reference patterns for which LRU will generate one page fault per #eference * A result by Denning and Schwartz [DES72, COD73] shows that asymptotic uncorrelation of references will produce normally distributed working set size.
That bimodal distributions are observed shows that this property does not always hold.
whenever the memory space x is less than li, i.e., a worst case for LRU.
The sawtooth micromodel sweeps the pointer j up and down the list, generating sequences of j-values like, 0,1,...,Ii-l,Ii-l,...,l,O This model corresponds to patterns for which LRU will be optimal or nearly so [DeG75] . The random micromodel uses a uniform random number generator to choose the next value of j. It is intended as a simple representation of a stochastic reference string.
In our initial runs we did not try an LRU stack micromodel because it would have required • .= addltlonal parameters (the stack distance frequencies). As the experiments progressed, we observed that changes in the micromodel affected primarily the convex region of the lifetime function, these effects being small for the WS lifetime. In other words, the significant effects arise from the macromodel: a more complex micromodel would not have altered our conclusions.
For this reason no experiments with LRU stack micromodels were conducted. Table I specifies ii choices of the distribution and 3 micromodels, or a total of 33 program models.
For each of these program models, as well as for some additional ones needed to confirm intuitions and conclusions, we generated one reference string encompassing K = 50,000 references (about 200 phase transitions).
Within each experiment, the procedure was simply to repeat the following until K references were generated: choose a locality set S i with probability Pi and holding time t according to h(t); then generate t references from S i using the micromodel.
As each reference was generated.
LRU stack distances and interreference interval counts were updated; at the conclusion of each run, this data was used to construct the lifetime curves for LRU and WS, using well known methods [COD73, DeG75] .
RESULTS
Our discussion of results is divided into two parts: verifying first that the model is consistent with the known Properties 1-4 of lifetime functions, then identifying patterns of model behavior which may turn out to be characteristic of programs.
Figures 3-7 are representative of a much larger set of plots obtained for each experiment.
Consistency
Consistent with Property i, all lifetime functions exhibited the convex/concave shape. However, the LRU lifetime function for the bimodal distributions tended to have two inflection points for x<x2, which were correlated with the positions of the modes.
In trying to fit cx k to the convex regions we found that k approximately 2 gave best fits for the random micromodel, which compares favorably with values observed in practice [BeK69] .
In contrast, k=3 or larger was required for the cyclic or sawtooth micromodels. This is consistent with the empirical observation that real programs' referencing behaviors tend to be randomized, and not so simply predictable. 
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Consistent with Property 2, the WS lifetime function was higher than the LRU over a significant range (Figure 3 is typical) .
Except in the cyclic micromodel (for which LRU is poor), we observed that the first crossover point x 0 was always at least m.
At larger values of a we observed also that x 0 < x 2 (LRU), while at the smaller values of o we observed that x 0 = x 2 (LRU). This is consistent with the empirical observation that WS has little or no advantage over LRU except where the coefficient of variation o/m is large [COR72, Pri73, PrF73] . Consistent with Property 3, all curves displayed a knee at approximately the point L(x2)=H/m; since H ranged from 270 to 300, the lifetime values ranged from 9 to i0 at the knees.
Consistent with Property 4, the knee of the LRU lifetime curve satisfied the relation x2-m = ko for I< k< 1.5.
In all cases (x2-m)/l.25 was a good estimate of o. Additional experiments with o = 2.5 verified this conclusion.
The quality of this approximation deteriorated for the bimodal distributions.
Other Conclusions
A number of other patterns were exhibited by these experiments.
Some are consistent with expectations about program behavior.
Others are new, and will require further study to determine if in fact they are properties of programs. In every experiment we observed t~e~striking property that WS lifetime curve had inflection point x_ = m, to within the I precision of the experiments (Figure 4 is typical). This property was also observed for LRU with two notable exceptions:
i) It did not hold for the cyclic mieromodel; 2) For the bimodal distributions there tended to be two inflection points, corresponding to but smaller than the modes of the distribution; the change in slopeat the first point was larger in direct proportion to the weight of the smaller mode (w I in Table II ). We could find no simple hypothesis to explain the x I y m property --we offer it as a prediction of the model subject to future investigation. Aside from dependence on the mean already mentioned, the WS lifetime curves showed no significant dependence on either the standard deviation (0) or the form of the locality size distribution (Figure 5 is typical).
Pattern 3: Dependence of LRU Lifetime on Hisher Moments of theLoca!ity Distribution.
The LRU lifetime curve exhibited strong dependence on the locality size distribution (Figure 5 is typical) .
As noted earlier, the knee x 2 is approximately m+1.25o; this approximation deteriorated for the bimodal distributions.
For the bimodal distributions, lifetimes in the concave region grew larger in correlation with increasing weight of the smaller mode; Figure 6 shows that many tended to exhibit a second crossover with WS lifetime curve. 
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Pattern 4: Dependence on the Micromodel. The knees L(x 2) of all lifetime curves tended to be H/m independent of the micromodel.
The shape of the WS lifetime is (often much) less sensitive to the micromodel than is the LRU (Figure 7 is typical) . However, if the WS lifetime curve points (x,L(x)) are labeled with the window values (T(x)) that produced them, a dependence is observed:
(7) WS: T(x)(cye) < T(x)(saw) < T(x)(ran); a factor of 2 between the extremes of (7) was typical.
The reason is that a larger window is required to achieve a working set of given size x in a randomized reference pattern.
We observed also that the WS difference x2-x I (which is approximately x2-m ) increases with randomness in the micromodel:
(8) WS: x2(cyc) < x2(saw ) < x2(ran ).
The reason is that x2-m measures the WS overestimate at phasetransiTions which, by virtue of inequalities (7), increases with randomness.
In contrast, LRU lifetime curves exhibit strong dependencies on micromodel.
As expected, LRU was worst on the cyclic micromodel ( Figure 6 ). The x 2 inequalities for LRU are the reverse of those above (8) of WS; the reason is that, for x > m, the probability of stack distance not exceeding x is largest for the random micromodel and smallest for the cyclic.
LIMITATIONS
The generality of our conclusions must be evaluated in light of the limiting effects of four properties of the model and experiments.
The first limitation, inherent in the model, is the state independent holding time distribution (h(t)=hi(t) for all states i). The primary effect is to make the fraction of time locality set S. is current l the same as the equilibrium distribution of the transition matrix.
In preliminary experiments on real reference strings, Graham [Gra75] has found that, with a state independent holding distribution, a semi-Markov model of empirical working set size accurately reproduces the observed WS lifetime. He observes empirically that a small fraction of the working set sizes account for a high fraction of the equilibrium occupancy probability; among these dominant sizes the differences among holding time distributions are not major.
Thus, the use of a single holding time distribution in a model does not appear to be a serious limitation.
A second limitation, also inherent in the model, is the use of a single locality probability n-vector [p=] rather than a full n×n transition matrix [qij~. We have in effect replaced the matrix by its equilibrium distribution.
As noted, this endows the model with the property that the probability of entering state i is independent of past or future states.
Since the convex region of the lifetime curve is dominated by the micromodel, and the effect of the macromodel becomes progressively more noticable starting from the inflection point (Xl) , this limitation of the macromodel would be significant only for space constraints well into the concave region of the lifetime curve.
A third limitation, of the experiment but not of the model, is our use of disjoint locality sets in adjacent phases --i.e., the mean number R of pages remaining across a transition is zero. Our choice of R=0 was mostly a matter of convenience inspired by our interest in outermost phases. It is easy to construct an instance of the model in which R > O. The only difficulty is that there seems to be no simple way of estimating R from an empirical lifetime function.
(Recall that we can estimate m, and H if R is known.)
A fourth limitation, again of the experiment but not of the model, is our omission of the LRU stack model as a micromodel.
This was again a matter of convenience to keep the number of parameters small --including an LRU stack distance distance distribution over k pages would require k additional parameters.
Our experience with 1S L(x} micromodels suggests that an LRU stack model would not affect the shape of the convex region very much; however preliminary results by Graham [Gra75] show that this micromodel will cause WS lifetime triplets (x,L(x),T(x)) --in which T(x) is the WS window required to achieve a working set size of x --to correspond closely with those of an empirical WS curve. In other words, the additional complexity of the LRU stack micromodel would be warranted only if we required the model triplets to correspond closely with the empirical ones.
Prior work has shown the LRU stack model with independent stack distances to be the best of a class of simple models, none of which is based on phase-transition behavior.
Phase-transitlon models, even with micromodels simpler than the LRU stack model, appear better as reproducers of known life-'time properties.
As with other micromodels, the LRU stack model must be subjected to a phase-transition superstructure to be capable of accurately reproducing properties of empirical lifetime functions.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiments corroborate the following as a general description of the WS lifetime function. The properties of the convex region will generally be dominated by the micromodel because the WS window contains a transition only a small portion of the time.
(In particular, approximations cx k for k approximately 2 and x!x I =~m will obtain for micromodels exhibiting randomized, rather than highly deterministic, patterns.)
The properties of the concave region of a WS lifetime function will generally be dominated by the macromodel because the WS window contains at least one phase transition most of the time.
For the region x l!x~x2, the WS window contains no more than one transition with any significantprobability, and so the lifetime curve behavior in this region depends primarily on the properties of single transitions (to wit, the curve passes smoothly from L(Xl) = cm k to L(x2) = H/M).
For x > x2, the WS window contains multiple phase transitions with increasingly significantprobability, so that the remainder of the concave region depends significantly on the details of the transitions among sequences of locality sets.
The macromodel limitations can thus affect the WS lifetime significantly only for x>x 2.
Relating the properties of LRU lifetime functions to macro and micromodels is not as straightforward: they depend on complex interactions among all the factors.
Parameterizing an instance of the model from empirical LRU and WS lifetime curves is not difficult:
i) The mean locality size is taken as m = x I. 2) The standard deviation of locality size is estimated as ~=(xl-m)/l.25 , where x 2 is the knee of the LRU lifetime.-3) Assuming that adjacent localities tend to be disjoint (as in outermost phases), the WS value mL(x2) is an estimate of mean holding time H.
(In general, H is estimated from (m-R)L(x2) , where R is the mean Overlap across a transition; in our context, no method of estimating R is known.)
Since the limitations of the model are most pronounced in the region x > x2, it is more likely that an instance of the model so parameterized would agree well with observations for the range x~x 2. A more complex macromodel --e.g., one with full transition matrix --would be required if the agreement in the concave region were poor. The general conclusion is that a simple phasetransition model is capable of reproducing known properties of program lifetime functions over at least the range of memory constraints up through the knee of the lifetime curve.
Without some form of phase-transition behavior the model would be incapable of.reproducing known properties.
If n locality sets are used in the model, only.2n+l parameters are required.
A model of more parameters may be required for better reproduction of lifetime properties for large memory constraints [Gra75] .
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